Address Verification
A NAV Extension by Lanham Associates
Address Verification
Verifying and maintaining the integrity of your addresses will increase customer
satisfaction and reduce charges due to shipping errors.
The Lanham Address Verification extension uses a cloud database to verify any US
or APO and FPO address in your system. It can be used on NAV pages, such as
Customer and Vendor, as well as document pages such as Sales Orders and
Purchase Orders. The objective is to verify addresses at initial entry, such as when
creating a Customer record, which will reduce entry time and, later, frustration at
shipping time.

What is a NAV Extension?
A NAV Extension is a way to
extend Microsoft Dynamics NAV
functionality without modifying
base NAV.
With an extension, no object
merge is required. You can easily
install, upgrade, and uninstall
functionality, which makes NAV
upgrades much easier.

Typically our customers add addresses to their system in 3 ways:
1. Adding a customer or vendor manually when entering an order.
2. Importing sales orders from websites which in turn creates customer and
ship-to information.

Prerequisites
Must be running NAV 2016 or
newer.

3. When receiving EDI orders from on-line retailers for drop-ship fulfillment.
Once an address has been verified against
separate verified address table in your local
check verification when this address is used
order, without interaction by the user and
address to the cloud database.

the cloud database, it is stored in a
database. This allows the system to
in a new document, such as a sales
without another comparison of the

Addresses do need to be re-verified occasionally to ensure that nothing has
changed. This is done by using a date formula that automatically re-verifies the
address after a specified number of days, weeks, or months. This verification is
handled without interaction from the user unless for some reason the address can’t
be re-verified.
In addition, there is also an Address Worksheet which allows you to verify
addresses in groups, such as Customers or Sales Orders, that have not been
verified. This feature is useful after the initial installation of Address Verification to
verify, correct, and update all of your addresses.
About the Developer
Lanham Associates® creates supply chain software that improves customers’
business processes by streamlining operations, cutting costs and increasing overall
productivity. Lanham’s Advanced Commerce ERP (ACE) Solution Suite offers a
range of forecasting and replenishing inventory, EDI, shipping/receiving, and
warehouse management solutions – all built inside NAV.
Lanham Associates: Seamless Simplicity for the Complex Side of Your Supply
Chain.

Lanham Solutions
ACE Warehousing
Address Verification
AFP – Advanced Forecasting &
Procurement
Lanham EDI
E-Receive
E-Ship
History Management
Inbound Container Tracking
Outbound Warehouse Request
POS Data Analysis
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